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Abstract

In the cryptanalysis of block ciphers, the key recovery attack is one of the most
common templates, which applies to many well-known families, such as differen-
tial, linear, integral, or meet-in-the-middle attacks. Broadly speaking, in a key
recovery attack a part of the key is guessed so that a distinguisher can be applied
to a reduced version of the cipher. In general, we want to minimise the size of
this guess in order to save both time and memory.

In this work, we introduce a general technique which applies to block cipher
constructions which employ Sboxes, such as SPNs. By describing the desired
output(s) of an Sbox as a decision tree which branches according to linear com-
binations of the inputs, we can provide efficient guessing strategies for the key.

We provide two metrics for the efficiency of these trees, numberLeaves and
domsize. We briefly discuss an algorithm which finds trees which finds a tree
which provides the minimum value of numberLeaves, minLeaves and the mini-
mum value of domsize, domopt.

We then illustrate how this technique can be applied to two of the most
widely-used cryptanalysis families: differential cryptanalysis and linear crypt-
analysis. In the case of differential cryptanalysis, we discuss how to minimise the
key guess required to guarantee the desired difference between two plaintexts at
the output of an Sbox. In the case of linear cryptanalysis, we discuss which of our
tree-based techniques can be used in each type of linear key recovery algorithm.

This technique has been applied in attacks on reduced-round NOEKEON
(linear attack), RECTANGLE (differential attack), GIFT (boomerang/rectangle
attack), Serpent (differential-linear attack) and PRESENT (meet-in-the-middle
attack).
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